
EU slams exclusions of Iran nuclear
inspectors
BRUSSELS: The EU has told Iran to reconsider its decision to withdraw
accreditation from several inspectors from the UN nuclear watchdog.

The International Atomic Energy Agency had warned earlier that the
“disproportionate and unprecedented” move would seriously hamper its work.

Iranian media and a Western diplomat said the decision concerned eight
inspectors, all from France and Germany.

Brussels, which acts as coordinator for the 2015 nuclear deal between Tehran
and world powers known as the JCPOA, said it was “highly concerned” by the
development.

Libya says four members of Greek
rescue team killed in road accident
CAIRO: Four members of a Greek rescue team en route to the flood-ravaged city
of Derna and three members of a Libyan family were killed in a road accident
on Sunday, the health minister for the Libyan eastern government said.
Fifteen of the Greek rescue team were injured, including seven in a critical
condition, Othman Abduljaleel told a televised news conference. Two of the
Libyan family were also critical, he said.
The Greek Armed Forces said a bus carrying medical personnel collided with a
vehicle moving in the opposite direction, but it did not confirm the deaths.

Turkiye’s decades-long EU dream faces
new challenges
ANKARA: The latest Turkiye report of the European Parliament, with its
critical tone, infuriated several decision-makers in Ankara.

But the latest statement from President Recep Tayyip Erdogan marks the first
official setback from the country’s strategic bid for EU membership in
critical times as Turkiye grapples with significant economic challenges and
seeks to strengthen its trade relationships with EU member states.
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Dire hygiene spells new threat for
Morocco quake survivors
AMIZMIZ, Morocco: In her earthquake-hit Moroccan town, Zina Mechghazzi has
improvised a sink by placing a pink bucket and a bar of soap on the dusty
ground amid the ruins.

“I haven’t taken a shower in seven days,” said the woman from Amizmiz at the
foot of the High Atlas range, about 60 km southwest of Marrakech.

“I’ve only washed my armpits and changed my clothes.”

Over a week since a 6.8-magnitude quake devastated parts of central Morocco,
many worry that the dire living conditions and poor hygiene spell new threats
for the survivors.

Heavily armed man who set up barricade
in Jounieh is arrested by Lebanese
army
BEIRUT: A 38-year-old Lebanese man was under investigation on Sunday after
creating a security threat in the coastal city of Jounieh, about 16 km north
of Beirut.

It initially appeared that he was psychologically unstable, a security source
told Arab News.

The army’s command said that the citizen “J.H.” was arrested because he
“opened fire in the air and terrorized citizens.”

A Kalashnikov weapon, 16 grenades, a large quantity of military ammunition,
equipment, and flags were seized, according to an army statement.
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